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Four Greek Organizations ti 11
Under Discipline?
By Candice Clay
Newsweek Editor

Prairie
View A&M
University has a unique
"Greek" problem.
Of the eight Greek organizations on campus. four are
being disciplined by the review board.
Kappa Alpha Psi, Inc.
and Omega Phi Psi. Inc. have
been suspended for hazing.
and Sigma Gamma Rho, Inc.
and Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.
are on probation.
The Alphas are on proba tlon for participating in illegal pledging activities with
the Ladies of Distinction.

They were allegedly involved
in hazing, mental cruelty
and sexual harassment.
Sigma Gamma Rho is on
a two year probation for perjury, induction of illegal
members and forgery of an
university official's name.
which Js a federal offense.
The Kappas were supposed to have been released
from suspension Dec. 3 I. but
the.y allegedly violated university policy during their
period of suspension. Since
the review board is under reconstruction a decision has
not been made as to what actions will be taken. The
Omegas will be suspended
until 1995.

Greek organizations at
such area schools as Texas
Southern University, East
Texas State University. Sam
Houston
University,
University of Houston, and
University of Texas in
Austin appear to have a better relationship with their
respective boards than do the
Greeks at PVU.
At TSU there are no organizations on suspension and
the Omegas are the only organization on probation.
The disciplinary actioP
taken at East Texas State,
when Phi Beta Sigma, Inc.
and the Omegas got into a
fight. was to prohibit Greek
organizations on campus

from holding more than one
functraiser per week. None of
th e organizations are susP ndect at East Texas State.
Sam Houston has no orantzations on probation
and the Kappas are the only
organ1zat1on on suspension.
Lamar, U of H and UT
have none of their organizations under discipline of any
kind.
·comparing
Pan
Hellenic council organizations here at PVU. I feel we
are more involved in our
community than any others
compared. but we fall behind
hen it comes to interacting

College Sex Survey
Shows Inhibitions
Passe'

onlinued lo page 3

Man from outer space?

By DerekWalls,
Panther Reporter

Sex.I Sex! Sex! Sex.I
The word. the mere
thought of it can cause the

threat of STDs (Sexually
Transmitted Diseases) and
unwanted pregnancies, sexu al attitudes and activity have
shot through lhe roof on col lege campuses. {Especially
among Black students).
s

ege tu enls
The media bombards soci- conducted by Dr. Stephen
ety with sexually · provoca- Thomas. director of the
Minority Health Research
tive material everyday.
The young adult perspec- Laboratory at the University
of Maryland, 95% are sexutive of sex is a long way from
"the birds and the bees" story ally active.
"This informalion is of no
parents have told their
surprise," said a female
youngsters for decades!
Sex in the 90s is equiva- Prairie View student who relent to most rap music quested that her name be
videos--- candid in dialogue, withheld. "Almost everyone
I know is doing it, so it's
and ostensibly conspicuous.
On most college campuses. nothing new!"
Nothing is new when talksex is as prevalent as sunshine
in
Southern ing about sexual encounters
on campus. But, what is surCalifornia!
Sexual freedom and col- prising . according to Dr.
lege, traditionally, have been Thomas. is that. "Almost
one in five---17 percent--- of
bedfellows.
In spite of the continual Continued to page 7
with wild ideas and schemes.

,

· Scavanger Hunt Becomes
Unruly; Hall Damaged
By Mariette Shelby
Panther Reporter

This is a story about a
scavenger hunt that went
awry.
Suarez resident director
Terri Toller had coordinated
the planned hunt with Fuller
Hall director Edward Clark.
The women would need
underwear, socks, undershirts, male magazines,
cologne, shaving cream and
other items.
These. it was agreed,
would be "donated" by the
makes for the hunt. but
would be returned at hunt's
end.
"The intent was to provide an organized fun dorm
activity," Aganette Johnson,
advisor to Suarez, reportedly
said.
But the event turned
chaotic when mal e residents

at Fuller apparently stormed
Suarez and Banks.
"We were just running in
rooms grabbing whatever we
could," said a resident of
Holley Hall.
Insists Student Life dean
A.D. Aldridge: "The scav~
enger hunt was not authorized." Still, he believes it
could have been a successful
event if it had had proper administrative guidance.
As a result of the raid on
the dorms, doors were kicked
in, locks were broken. several people reported losing personal property. and there
was water damage.
Aldridge indicated that
several students had been
punished, adding that ~reprimands have been issued and
action will be taken at the
hall sta1f1evel.

Panther Photo Contest
printed clearly.
University Release
Photographers should
submit photos to Room 207
The Panther kicked off its The Panther office on the sec:
first photo contest this month ond floor of Hilliard Hall.
with an invitation to all
Judging will be continuous
members of the Prairie View and photos that get a certain
A&M family to submit photos score on a point scale will be
that reflect "the vigor and va- published in The Panther.
riety of life on the PV campus said Iroku. Photos will be
as it Js currently experienced." Judged on the basis of clarity,
"What we want to capture creativity, originality. and
are scenes showing people in- relevance to the stated purteracting in a wide variety of pose of the contest. Iroku
ways." said Betty Iroku, one of added.
the student coordinators of
Prizes include cameras,
the contest which ends mid- free film, free processing, theMarch.
ater tickets, movie tickets,
Photos should be submit- magazine subscriptions and
ted mounted on poster board much more, states the contest
with the photographer's name rules.

Photo B Bett lroku
Man in asbestos suit outside W.R. Banks.

.
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The Militarization Of PV
Becton Says It's Not So ...
By Antrina Cooper
Panther Reporter

Prairie View A&M
Univeristy President, Julius
Becton, sought recently to
debunk rumors that since
he came to PV. it has
turned into a mililary post.
During his January convocation, he presented
members of his administrative staff several of whom
had a military background.
Those announcements.
coupled with the announcement that a new security
booth would be erected at
the entrance of the campus
to a military _?peration.

Becton goes about hiring
anyone for a job at Prairie
View advertising the position and interviewing the
Person. to determine who is
the most qualified for the

l

Job.
Freshman, Hugh E.
Griffin said, "The people
Who Becton hires should
have references, experience
and not be judged only on
their military experiences. I
feel that someone who work
at Prairie View with military
background obviously are
not doing their jobs."
Walter Redd, Executive

According to .t:iecton,
The qualifications that he
looks for in hiring someone
at Prairie View 1s professionalism, respect from
their peers, and someone
he feels comfortable with.
Since Becton came to PV
in 1989 he hired 12 admlniStrative personnel, four of
whom have a military backgound.

Assistant to the President.
states that. "Most of the faculty and staff at Prairie View
with a military background
was not in the military by
choice. During the Korean
and Vietnam Wars, most
young men at the age of
eighteen were called up for
the draft."

Col. Jiles Daniels, Vice
President of Student Affairs;
Sanderson Woods, the
newest member; hired to
head disciplinary actions:
Col. A.O. Aldridge Dean of
Men; and W1llie T~mpleton.
head of the finance department.

"Prairie View is not
turning into a military po st
and the security booth is to
make sure people who do
not attend Prairie View can
stay out and make this campus a safer place for stu dents to live." says Becton.

Sketch by Greg Stevens

Navy ROTC Stand at Attention
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NEWSFRIDAY
countdown

Key Dates
March 4-6
Midterm Examinations
March 8-13
Spring Break

16

The most crimes commlted by Blecks
b tween the ages of 13 to 28 Is Blade
on Bleck crime. Think about It.

until Spring
Break

People
University Academic Scholarships
Students who were awarded a University
Academic Scholarship in the fall of 1990, 1991,
1992 must visit the Central Scholarship Office to review and renegotiate their agreement for the
University Academic Scholarship. Those students
who do not comply with the schedule as listed
below, will be dropped from the University
Academic Scholarship roll until they complete a
current agreement form.The schedule is as follows:
March 8-11, Alphabet A-I; March 12-19; Alphabet JQ; March 22-26; Alphabet R-Z.
Those students who entered the university as
University Academic Scholarship recipient in the
fall of 1989, should have completed four years as a
University Academic scholarship recipient and will
be discontinued at the end of the Spring semester
1993.
Limited scholarships are available. April 1 is the
deadline for the fall 1993 scholarships. Visit Dr.
Price's office in Evans Hall, Room 302.

Trent Daniel, a sophmore Radio & TV major,
works at Majic 102FM/1590AM in the
production department and is co-host of a
weekly talk show on 1590AM. he is a disc
jockey for the original 91.3 from 10p.m.-2a.m. on
Mondays and Wednesdays.
In 1991 he began a campus variety show,
Panther Talk. Daniel says he feels what he has
accomplished is not out-of -the -ordinary and
regrets that some of the Communication
majors are not taking advantage of the
opportunities afforded through P.V. He is
currently working on the return of Panther Talk
for 91.3 FM.

DEPARTMENT NEWS

Sigma Xi Research Paper Competition
'The Sigma Xi Resear

Society of PVAMlJ an-

nounces the 2nd annual Sigma Xi Student Research
Paper competition to enhance ca~pus-wide pro-.
ductive research and foster creative research environment for students, scientists and engineers.
The competition will be held on Friday, April 9 at
the Seminar Presentation Room in the Agricultural
Laboratory Building. The top five papers shall be
selected by qualified panelists, and plaques, cash and
certificates will be given. The deadline is March 12,
1993. Contact Dr. Young W. Park at (409) 857-2209
for more information.

PVAMU Says, ''Strike Up The Band"
"Strike up the Band" is the cry around Prairie
View A&M University these days as spinoff groups
of the renowned PVAMU Marching Band, "The
Storm," perform to benefit the Dizinger
Foundation for HIV/ AIDS Education, its HIV
Family Pantry and the Dizinger / Firm Corp. The
musical program will be held Sunday, Feb. 21st, and
will run from lp.m. to 3p.m. at Jags Restaurant in
the Decorative Center.
Tickets for the benefit musical program are $100
per person and include drinks, entertainment and a
gourmet brunch. For more information, contact
Beverly Lerner, Dizinger Foundation 522-8660.

PVAMU Symposium Planned
The College of .E ngineering and Architecture at
Prairie View A&M University has announced that
it is sponsoring its first symposium March 15-16 to
benefit both the professional and the nation as a
whole.
The symposium will solicit papers from all areas
of microelectronics, materials, communications,
signal processing, simulation and modeling, environmentalism, manufacturing, thermal sciences,
urban planning and transportation. For more information, contact Shahryar S. Ardalan (409) 8572211 or A. Anil Kumar (409) 857-2591.

Trent Daniel

ACCOUNTING

Dr. Freddie Frazier

Dr. Frazier received his B.S. in 1962 and his M.S .
in 1966 from Prairie View. He also received his Ed.
D. in 1975 from the University of Houston.
He recruits students from Houston area high
schools for the Engineering Concepts Institute at
Prairie View. He is also instrumental in the
recruitment of several students from BOOST (Naval
Prep School) in San Diego,Calif.
Dr. Frazier is the director of the Environmental
Testing Labratory and Co-Dir. of the Oasis
Laboratory. These laboratories combined have
generated funds exceeding $200,000 for the university
in the past year.

The National Association of
Black Accountants will sponsor
the 1993 Annual Marathon Oil
Corporation Panther Chess
Championship April 2-4.
Registration will be fromMonday,
Feb. 15 through April 2.
Prizes vary from titles, prize
money and trophies. For more information, contact Dr. Sid
Howard Credle, tournament director at (409) 857-4011 or Rodney
Graves, advisor at(409) 857-4099.

COMMUNICATIONS
The Brazos Valley Chapter of
the International Association of
Business Communicators is sponsoring an event called Beyond the
Outer Limits which is open to all
area writers, editors, designers,
photographers, illustrators, audiovisualists and printers ..
The competition includes more
than SO categories and all entries
must have been produced during
the 1992 year.

In the story "The First Black Owned Grocery
Store.. ", the fist Black owned store was in 1 9 s 7.
I,'

Thanks to High Energy Physics Department for
their assistance with the paper.
Juba Watts-Cain
Byron Freelon
Carlton Watson
Chris Guidry

Charles Dickens
Mark Waddleton
Eric Brass
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NEWSWEEK
SBSLC Hosts Leadership Conference
"Too Black or Not Black
Enough"; "Sisters of Substance: Diversity and
Richness of the Modern
Black Woman"; "Mo' Money:
Economic Empowerment
Within
the
Black
Community", and "Negro.
Colored, Black, AfricanAmerican: What's in a
Name?"
The audiences were given
an opportunity to ask questions, read information and
literature on various subjects and even debate certain
ideas.
In addition to seminars
and workshops, SBSLC hosted a Career Fair; several
companies helped raise
funds for the conference.
Keynote speakers included many outstanding orators:
Prairie View students attend Leadership Conference.
Nikki Giovanni, who is
proudly called "the Princess
By Walter Smith
the Past... Focused on the Texas House of Represent- of Black Poetry". has gained
atives, Dr. Na'im Akbar and world recognition with her
Future."
llanther Reporter
According
to
Ms. others who have inspired au - first book Black Feelina
: Recently Texas A&M Demetria L. Chester. Confer- diences with their oratory Black Talk: Dr. Ivan
'C!Iniversity hosted its fifth
ence Chair and a senior biol- brilliance and stimulated Serttma, a literary critic,
Annual Southwestern Black ogy major at Texas A&M, our activism in making a linguist, and author who
compiled
the
Swahili
Student Leadership Confer- -rhe past four years, SBSLC difference in our world."
Chester also said that .Q.lcUonary of Le,;!al Terms
e:nce (SBSLC).
has enriched the lives of
African-American colle- she hoped the conference and They Came Before
: Approxlmately 1,000 stu- gians academically, spiritu - served to unite HBCUs and Columbus: The African
4ents and faculty from states ally, culturally, and politi- other majority universities Presence
in
Ancient
as close as Texas. Oklahoma cally. There have been nu- ----Prairie View A&M America;
Dr.
Patricia
and Louisiana. and as far as merous dynamic and ener- University and Texas A&M Russell-McCioud who is a
Ullnois and New York at- getic speakers such as Dr. for example.
professional orator and
t.,"ended the conference. repre- Benjamin Hooks, former
Most of the events of this President of Russellsenting approximately sixty NAACP Executive Director; conference centered around McCloud and Associates, and
historically black colleges Ms. Susan Taylor. Editor of techniques for improving Mr. Charles Barron, commu and universities (HBCUs) ESSENCE magazine; Charles the condltions of African- nity activist and former
and majority schools.
Secretary General of the
Barron, CEO, Dynamics of Americans abroad.
The theme of the confer- Leadership, Inc.: and Mrs.
Some of the seminars African People's Christian
ence was "Empowered by Wilhelmina Delco of the that were presented were Organization.

Ministers raise $20,500 at Conference

Ministers Raise Much
Needed Funds

Disciplinary Affairs Has New Boss
By Erica Sanders
Panther Reporter

The new boss of the Office
of Disciplinary Affairs is
Col. Sanderson Woods.
He received a degree in
biology from Prairie View in
1962, and has had a
flourishing 30-year military
career.
\\bods duties include
. observing
disciplinary
hearings. and making
decisions aITecUng students
who are in need of
disciplinary action.
Woods said that his job is
more that just a rigid form of
discipline for students who

break the rules. he wants lo
ensure that the students'
rights are taken care of, and
would like to see more
student involvement with
the Judiciary Board.
Despite having an intense
concern for the students well
being, Woods said he will
continue to adhere to the
President's guidelines.
Woods also wants to focus
on keeping more students in
college, and would
like
students to work with him to
ensure that this goal
becomes a reality.
\\bods said that many
problems that develop in the
dorms, as well as throughout
the campus, could be avoided

if more students took the
time to read the Student
Handbook. He also said that
a lot of the trouble generated
on campus, is caused by
outsiders who enter the
campus grounds.
\\bods, who admits he
still has a lot to learn about
his new job, is optimistic
about his future at Prairie
View, and believes that his
30-year military background
will leave little influence on
the decisions he plans to
make while, he's head of the
Office of Disciplinary
Affairs.
\\bods said that, "If I have
to resort to my rank (in the
military). I have lost it!"

ministers and their churches
will make the full $25,000 a

University Releas~

reality.

Although there were
About 600 members of
many
noteworthy ministers
the nations clergy attended
the 35th Ministers Confer - at the conference, one of the
ence on the campus of outstanding guest speakers
Prairie View A&M Universi- was Rev. William P. Deveaux,
ty recently.
of the Metropolitan African
Methodist
Episcopal Church,
The conference was sponWcishtngton,
D.C.
sored by the United Ministries of Texas and had as a
Rev. Deveaux and his
theme "The Catalyst For
church
recently welcomed
Change: Vision-Leadership".
President and Mrs. Clinton
Rev. Van Johnson, con- to Washington, as a part of
ference director, commented.
"We had a good spirit-filled the week long inaugural acconference and we look for- tivities covered by all major
ward to another great confer- television networks.
ence next year. Next year, we
Rev. Johnson said, •1
will expand the conference
by a couple of days in order hope that the university will
to in lude tra1ru"hg classes Jn ·make use ·or the ministers
business, social and econom- conference and Jts broadic issues...
based support lo wield more
A goal of the conference political power on behalf of
was to raise $25,000 to sup- Prairie View A&M Universiport the All Faiths Chapel.
ty. These ministers are very

It's in the 1st
Amendment

Through the registration
process, $20,500 was raised
and Rev. Johnson hopes during the next six months the

supportive of Prairie View
and they can be very valu able in the progress of this
university."

THE 1993 TEXAS

F'ILM FES11VAL
February 24-28 I Texas A&M University
GUEST OF HONOR: SPIKE LEE
1

'

:Discipline Prairie View Style
Continued from page 1
with our administration.
There are too many hidden
agendas and we need to get
pasl this in order for all of

our organizations to flourish," said senior Sigma electrical engineer Calvin E.
Hill.
There have been rumors

EARN UP TO $10/HRI

AMISTAD II
University Bookplace
Specializing in the Black Experience
Books * Greeting Cards * Gift Items
Traveling Book Exhibits
Textbooks * Greek Paraphernalia
P.O. Box 729
705 University Dnve
Prairie View, Texas 77446

on PVU's campus that all
Greek organizations on suspension will be granted immunity. Freddie Roberts of
Student Activities said that
the information is incorrect.

PH. (409) 857-9101
(713) 528-3561

Are you looking for great
hours? Great $$$? And a
great experience? Don't look
further. Market for Fortune
500 Companies! CALL NOW!
1800-950-1037, Ext. 17

7:00 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 24
Lecture by Spike Lee.Screening of Malcolm X,Q&A
Students $41$8/$12 • Non-students $5/$10/$15

FESTIVAL PASS
Covers all events from Thu., Feb. 25 to Sun., Feb. 28
•wAKE UP! - The Films of Spike Lee (6 films)
•Documentary Directors Series (2 films)
*Late Night Directors Series (3 films)
•Feature Directors Series (5 films)
Students $30 • Non-students $40

WEDNESDAY

4:00p.m.
WAKEUP!
She's Gotta Have It

3:30p.m.

7:00p.m.
WAKEUP!
J~'s Bed-Stuy
Barbershop: We Cut
Heads

tudent Leaden' Forum
with Spike Lee;

···.;:. ·.:;: . "=~f:~t .•

Jimmie Jackson

., •,

.

HI GH~iEcH

,:(,: :;:

: : ,_

ikt +··

.. ""'"'

.•· •

-~

1

Owner

Al:.lrOMOt*IVEg

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC AUTOMOtt\!EllftR~.' « :j~lili ;:~·
BODY REPAIR AND TOWING AVAILABLit'' '•· :,;y: .•

---------------~'
'·~ -*TUNE -UPS, SHOCKS, BRAKES, TRANSMISSIONS

.. ,

;':.':':'.'.l')f<.,,
'

.

IffiJRSDAY

3:00p..:n.
Media Sessioc with
Spike Lee; Press only

lnvita1io11 only

.

GENERAL ADMISSIQN

QPENING NIGHT

7:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Individual ticket prices foe films (grouped by program)

WA.KE UP! - Students $2 • Non-students $3
DOCUMENTARY - Students $3 • Non-students $4
LA1E NIGHT - Students $4 • Non-students $5
FEATIJRE - Students $5 • Non-students $6

SPECIAL PRQGRAMS <Free Admission D
• 1992 Student Academy Award Winners
Compilation Film/ 4:00 p.m. Friday, Feb. 26
• Lecture by Michael Dyson of Brown University
4:00 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 27

SATURDAY

1:30 p.m.
WAKEUP!
School Dau

WAKEUP!

1:00 p.m.
WAKEUP!

Mo' Better Bluu

Jungle Fever

4:00p.m.

1:00p.m.

4:00p.m.

WAKEUP!
Do the Right Thing

DOCUMENTARY
Road Sclwlar

1992 Student Academy
Award Winners
7:00p.m.

FEATIJRE
Just AMther Girl
on the lR.T.

Opening Night with
Guest of Honor
Spike Lee
• lecture

DOCUMENTARY
Silverlake Life:
The View From Here

•MalcolmX
•Q&A

11:30 p.m.

FEATIJRE

LATE NIGHT

(T.B .A.)

9:30pm.

This Stale I'm In
Midnight
LATE NIGHT

' .!::

'' ;;;,

:-:-

,·· ' ,•,

4:00p.m.

8:00 p.m.

SPECIAL (lecture)
'77w Ghetto and
Q~stions of GeNkr in
Contemporary Black
CinemaH - by Michael
Dyson ofBrown U.

FEATIJRE

Ramirez

9:30p.m.

". ''

.

All films are presented in Rudder Auditorium at Texas A&M
·
·ty -rickets available at the MSC Box Office, (409) 845Umverst
. i,
Qu ti.ans? r-11 the Student
1234 d through TicketMaster.
es
· \..U
Progr:::is Office, 845-1515 ortheAggie Cinema hotline, 847-8478

Closing Night
(I'.B.A.)

7:00p.m.

FEATURE
The Cabinet of Dr.

Fear of a Black Hal

*SPECIALIZING IN TIMING BELT REPLACEMENT

-~.

10:00Lm.

SPECIAL

•LUBE & OIL, ENGINE OVERHAULS, YALVE JOBS
:JERRY OWENS
•FULL
GAS & DIESEL AUTOMOBILE REPAIR
:DERRICK ELDER

CONT.-\CT DERRICK.;_FOR STUDENT "SPECIAL OFTHE WEEK" ·

SUNDAY

FRIDAY

FEATIJRE
Hold Me, Thrill Me,
Kin Me
Midnight
LATE NIGHT
Charlie's Ear

A presentation or
MSC A£&1e Cinema 1be Film Sodety or

TeusA&M,a
Memorial Student
Center Student
Prc,crams Committee
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LIFESTYLES
PICK OF THE WEEK
MONICA ROBINSON
Panther Reporter

"CHECK IT OUT" ***
The Panther Pick of the
Week is "Check It Out". It is
a hot new rap release by
Grand Puba. He has definitely made a 'grand' come back
with this jam. It not only contains rap, but also a little R&B
from the voice of Mary J.
Blige. The video version and
the album version are quite

~A

Besides "Rebirth of Slick"
different It is guaranteed that
Digable Planets. have tw~
the album version will spark a
other jams that will rock the
music lover's interest.
rap world. One is "Nickel
Bags" and the other is
"REACHIN"' ****
"Reachin '" (A New "Pacifies" which will be feaRefutation Of Time And tured on the soundtrack for
Space) by Digable Planets is the movie, New York Is Red
the Album of the Week. This Hot.
rap trio, better known as
Some of these jams can be
Butterfly, Ladybug, _ and
heard
on KPVU-FM 91.3
Doodlebug, has discovered a
with
Fast
Eddie from 6- lOpm
whole new rap style which in M-F
and
Saturday
nights 10eludes jazz. "Reachin'" is full
of jazz rhythms and beats. 2am.

T]]]JEffi IPlJJlMIIP rr,r UJIP ~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

HIPHOPHOORAY
REBIRTH OF SLICK
PUNKS JUMP UP TO GET BEAT DOWN
MURDER SHE WROTE
LOOSE CONTROL
WHO GOT THE PROPS
I'M SO INTO YOU
DAISY DUKES
9. WHO'S THE MAN
10. PAPERBOY

lPlIOl{ OlF Tim WlBll
"(Cllllll(Cn.{ !I'll' ({])llJ'll'"

G!liANlll) !PlUIBA

WHAT'S HAPPEN I NG!

NAUGHTY BY ATURE
DIGABLE PLANETS
BRAND NUBIAN

CHAKA DEMUS & THE PLIERS
SILK
BLACK MOON
SWV
DUICE
HEAVYD

DITTO

AUUM OlF ffllB WlBIBOC
"UA(CIHJJIBI'"
III)llG&.IBILIB: IPlLAMl'lrn

Friday 19
Party at Club Central (first 75 women get In free)
10pm- 4am
Saturday 28
Fun Flicks West Wing Alumni 12pm- 4pm
Party at Club Central with 97.9 the BoK 10pm-4am
Sunday 21
RKR founder's day program and Worship seruice 11 am
All Faiths Chapel

Monday 22
Zeta Phi Beta's founder's day program 7pm All Faiths
Chapel
Baseball game PU us NE Louisiana State 3pm
Black History progarm sponsored by SGA and Sigma Gamma Rho 6:30pm
Tuesday 25
"Who Am I?" Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. in Animal
Industries at 7:00pm
Stork's Nest sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta 7pm Drew Hall Canteen
Black History Awards Program sponsored by AKA 7pm Animal Industry
building
Jazz on the Hill Concert featuring Kyle Turner and PU's finest stars
Wednesday 24
"Fakin c, Shakin" sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha 6:30-Bpm Harrington
Handeling depression sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho 7:30pm Rm TBA
Black Women throughout History sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta
Thursday 25
Celebrating Black History at Prairie Uiew sponsored by Delta Sigma
Theta 6pm Administration Auditorium

EXCEILENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING -- $600 - $800 every week Free Detaile: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

You Don't Have to Be With
The Campu!i Radio 5tation
to Attend The ORIGINAL
Black College Radio Convention

15th Annual Gathering
April 9-10, 1993
If you are fascinated by radio, television and

cable broadcasting and want to explore career
and internship opportunities in these fields,
you '11 want to join representatives from more
than 100 black colleges and universities at this
year's convention. in addition to the educational value of this convention, chances are you '11
get to meet one of your favorite recording stars
and celebrate at the new Underground Atlanta
complex. Come on down!
April 9-10, 1993 in Atlanta, Georgia
at the New Clarion Hotel
$60 pre-registration fee (includes all meals)
(After March I, 1993 - $75.00)
Information

404.523.6136
Black College Radio Organization
Post Office Box 3191
Atlanta, Georgia 30302
Hosted by the National Association of
Black College Broadcasters
(Publ/Jlo,d A1 An Educllllonal Str•lu By Tlt/1 Ntwspaptr)

Eddie Murphy to wed next month
MONTOYA WARNER,
Lifestyles editor

Actor, comedian Eddie
Murphy and model Nicole
Mitchell will finally tie the
knot March 18, 1993. It is
claimed to be one of the
biggest weddings of the year.
Eddie Murphy and Nicole
Mitchell have two children
and are highlighted in Ebony

magazine as one of America;s
10 hottest couples. Some others in the category are Oprah
Winfrey and Stedman
Graham, and Whitney
Houston and Bobby Brown.
Murphy is noted for his
movies
"Boomerang",
"Distinguished Gentlemen",
"Harlem Nights", "Beverly
Hill Cops", and "48 hrs."

Actor /comedian Eddie Murphy will marry in March.

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (MARCH 21APRIL 19)
A social function may become valuable to you in the
future. Be prepared to start a
rocky but interesting relationship. Relax and let things
work themselves out. Set
goals. You might keep them
and be surprised!
TAURUS (APRIL 20MAY 20)
Watch how much money
you spend. Do not try to purchase items you know you
can't afford. A job well done
is needed in your classwork.
Be clear when giving others
suggestions.
GEMINI (MAY
21.
JUNE 21)
Continue with your
evening plans becau~e you
may meet an old flame that
has been trying to get in touch
with you. Your tolerance anct
kindne..,s is one of your best
attributes. Shrug off insensitive statements and avoid constructive criticism.

CANCER (JUNE 22JULY 22)
With strict discipline and
rules you will be able to comIete any task. Now is the
~me to tell your lover the one
thing that you have been holding back. . You will have a
piece of mmd.
LEO (JULY 23- AUGUST 22)
.
Do whatever gives you
most pleasure this weekend.
you may be hesitant at fi~st
but as time goes _on you ~111
be okay. Take this extra time
out to organize your room and
work.
VIRGO (AUGUST 23SEPTEMBER 22)
Say what you want.
beating around the bush!
StOPou are struggling with
If ~ school work times ahead
Y~~uld be getting better. Try
s listen to your lover more.
toJJJRA (SEPTEMBER
L OCTOBER 23)
23- I(eep your pla~n~ s~hedi..,.rause good ommg 1s esule
I}\,"'

sential. The Golden opponunity for you is just waiting tu
happen. Try to balance your
love life and school work by
allowing school to take first
priority. Do not put off now
what you can do today.
SCORPIO (OCTOBER
24- NOVEMBER 21)
Your stubbornness is getting the best of you. Try to
listen to other peoples opinions. A younger person may
need your advice. Go out and
release some built up stress
and anger you have.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOVEMBER 22- DECEMBER 21)
Be careful with your
spending. Talk frankly with
others. Ask questions. Some
important future matters will
require your attention. do not
let your love interest get the
best of you. Remain focused.
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER 22- JANUARY 19)
Think about what you
are buying before you buy it.

You Will receive good news in
the near future. Avoid an argument with your mate. Do
not attack them falsely. Think
before you speak. What you
say may hurt the relationship
later.

AQUARIUS (JANUARY
20- FEBRUARY 18)
Do your paper work!
You and your love interest
will create fireworks and the
two of you will begin to get
closer and closer.
Give
him/her the attention they dese~e but do not let the good
lovmg cloud your thinking.
Take care of old business or it
will come back to haunt you.
PISCES
(FEBRUARY
19- MARCH 20)
. Express to a loved one
how important they are to
y~u. Talk over your problems
with an older and wiser person. If you do not you might
find out the solution to your
problem the hard way.

LIFESTYLES
Six Ladies Compete
For
Miss
P.V.
Title
------ - --By Montoya Warner,
Lifestyles editor

Contestant number two, Keisha Johnson

Contestant number three, Tawana Walter

Contestant number four, Tonya Scott

Ms. Minnie Faye Scott.
Tonia Janeen Alexander,
and electrical engineering
major from Mobile, Alabama,
is a memlkr of the University
~aj~rette sq~ad_ whose ~obb1es ~nclude s1_ngm_g, dancm~,
re~du~g, and Joggmg. _To~a
will smg a vocal selection 10
the talent competition. She is
the daughter of Ms. Barbara
Shute.
Tawana Lynn Walter, a
nursing
m~jor . fr_om
Beaumont, enJoys smgmg,
dancing, and acting. Her car~er goals are to become a
smger and nurse so that she
can heal people through music
and medicine. Tawana's talent
offering ~ill be a dram~tic interpretauon.
She 1s the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Terry L. Walter, Sr.

On February 26, six bea;
tiful ladies will compete for
the title of Miss Prairie View
A&M University. The 24!h
annual pageant will be held in
the Hobart Taylor Recital Hau
at Prairie View A&M
University, 7:30p.m., admission is $2.
Contestant number one is
Rezolia Lashawn Johnson
"CoCo", a political science
major from Abilene. She is
an honor roll student and aspires to be a corporate lawyer.
CoCo is a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha and co-sponsor
of the PVAMU cheerleaders.
Her hobbies are singing,
modeling and cheering.
CoCo's talent presentation
will be a vocal selection. She
is the daughter of Ms.
Margaret Johnson.
Donna Tomlinson, an ecoKeisha Lynn Johnson is a nomics and political science
civil engineering major from major from Jamaica, is a
Dallas. Keisha is an honor member of the University
roll student, member of the Concert Choir and the
NAACP, and the American Caribbean Club whose aspiraSociety of Civil Engineers. tions are to become a corpoHer hobbies include stamp rate lawyer and politician.
collecting, reading , writing, Her hobbies include modeland soccer. Keisha will play a ing, singing, public speaking
violin selection in the talent and athletics. Donna will sing
competition.
She is the during the talent competition.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donna is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mavis Tomlinson.
Lawrence Johnson.
Tonya Maristine Scott, an
English and Secondary
Ms. Cynthia Lester the
Education major, is a member present Miss Prairie View
and Chairperson of the 1992-93, a junior from
E n glish
and
Foreign Alabama will give up her
Language Club whose aspira- crown to the winner.
tions are to become a c·1.,-,:11r5;......
Those scheduled to perful English professor and form are the Classic Dance
Speech Pathologist. Tonya Ensemble, the singing groups
will sing in the talent com- Basis and Ideal and Alana
petion. She is the daughter of Thompson and Alfred Fulton.

Panther Reporter

- -- - - - -- - - - On Jan. 31, Prairie View
Alumnae and the Eta Beta
Chapters of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc. observed
their eightieth founders' day
and eighty years of public service.
Founder's day recogni.Zes
and celebrates both the
founders and sorority .
Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority has stressed from the
beginning the importance of
education and voter's registration.

If you possess this spirit,
complimented by an
excellent academic and
extracurricular record,
please take the time to get
to know us better at our
Career Recruiting Day.

If unable to attend, please
send resume to: Human
Resources, College
Relations Dept. 0309/001,
MCI Communications,
1801 Pennsylvania Ave, NW,
Washington, DC 20006.
Equal opportunity
employer m/f/d/v.

Mei~
•Orientation is reserved only for those
applicants registered for interview times.

Contestant number six, Donna Tomlinson

By Antrina Cooper

Our company was founded on the spirit of change
and innovation. And, it
thrives today on the collective spirit of our people. Talented individuals
who are willing to go
that extra mile, take
chances and stand out
from the rest.

Room: 214

Contestant number five, Tonia Alexander

Delta Sigma Theta Founder's Day

You probably know us as
the nation's second
largest long distance
communications company.
Now, take the opportunity
to get to know us better as
a company that offers outstanding career opportunities to creative, proactive thinkers who
can ...AND WANT to
make things happen.

March 2nd
6:30-7:30PM
Placement Office

Contestant number one, Rezolia Johnson

Career Areas To Be Discussed:

--:::::::::::=:::::::-.:::::,;

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LIBERAL ARTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
===iii:a~~~~~

National Anthem." After the
opening song Ms. Gwendolyn
Jeffrey and Elizabeth Vau~hn
paid a musical tribute to their
twenty - two founders.
Ms. Khadija Fredericks.
National Second Vice President of the Soror ity. wa
the keynote speaker. She recited a story by the late Zora
Neal Hurston.
With this story,
Fredericks challenged her
sorority to use the different
keys they had to change and
make a difference for the
African - American commu nity.

Later she stressed the imThe theme for the after- portance of solving the homenoon was • The Delta Launch less problems in this country.
2000: A New Leadership for a
Kimberly Owens.
New Century."
President of the Eta Beta
Chapter on Prairie View's
-rhe purpose of the th eme Campus. said she sees the fu is to try and encourage leader- ture for her sorority in the
ship development among cur- year 2000 as M the current
rent emerging lea~ers to en- state of affairs requires a reforce the sorority s policies. generation of the society for
standards, procedures a nd the benefits, of all human
framework for an ef[ective kind. As a public service
chapter management. says sorority Delta Sigma Theta
Gwendolyn Cart~r. President will meet the challenge, to
of Prairie Views Alumnae provide the leadership which
Chapter.
will make this world a more
The program opened humane place today, tomorwith the singing of the MNegro row, and in the year 2000."

Phi Beta Sigma Hold
Their Founder's Day
By Calvin Hill
Panther Reporter

On January 25, 1993,
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Inc. held a celebration in remembrance of their founding
fathers. This celebration was
held in the All-Faiths Chapel .
The guest speaker was
Gulf Coast Regional Director
Paul Griffin. Griffin spoke of
the changes necessary to continue the fraternities 79 years
of service. Griffin challenged
those in attendance to make

changes in their everyday life,
not just his brothers. GrifTin
spoke of the fatemity motto,
MCulture for Service, Service
for Humanity."
Other honored guests
on hand were past. present,
and future leaders of Phi Beta
Sigma. Representatives from
the other 7 Pan-Hellenic
Council organizations, and
the student body were present.
Refreshments were served and
the Men of Sigma held a social
hour for informational purpose.

Death of
MLK Spurs
Riot at
Prairie
View in1968

Miss Suarez and Mrs.
Drew- The Women Behind
The Residential Halls

When one thinks of
famous influential black
women from the past, one
might think of Harriet
Tubman, Mary McLeod
Bethune.
or Sojourner
Truth.
However. one might also
think of black women who
influenced the history of
Prairie
View
A&M
University.
One should consider
women such as Miss M. E.
Suarez, and Mrs. Alice Jones
Drew as women with
enormous responsibilities,
and as women who helped
female residents at Prairie
View A&M University.
Miss Suarez served on the
personnel staff as Dean of
\\omen for many years. She
was also appointed to
supervise the first Nurse's
Housing Facilities for blacks
at the Jefferson Davis
Hospital in Houston. Miss
Suarez was Dean of Women
at Prairie View for 17 years.
She attended Hampton
Institute

(Hampton

University). were she
received her degree in
education.
She taught for a number of
years at colleges such a
Tuskegee Institute, where
she served as Dean of
\\omen. She also worked
with Booker T. Washington.
Tuskegee's founder. She
served as a social worker for
the Y.M.C.A in France
during WWI. and traveled
throughout Europe. With
these incredible memories
behind her, she decided to
come to Prairie View. and
began planting her seeds of
wisdom.
As a result of her influence
on black women at Prairie
View, the university named a
dormitory-Suarez Hall-after
her:
Alice Jones Drew taught
mathematics and home
economics at Prairie View.
She also taught in public
schools at Webster Grove,
Mo. She then married Jesse

Monroe Drew, who was a
former President of Prairie
View A&M University. Mrs.
Drew received her education
from the University of
Illinois and a master's
de![ree
from
Cornell
University.
She also studied design at
the University of Texas. as
well as Traphagen Design
School in New York. She
had the opportunity to study
design in Paris, for one year.
As a result of her effort to be
a guiding light for female
students at Prairie View,
Drew Hall was named for
her, after her death in 1966.
There were other black
women who had a positive
impact on the history of
Prairie View besides Miss
M.E. Suarez and Miss Alice
Jones Drew including.
Glovina Banks. Mrs. Banks
was the wife of W.R Banks
who was the seventh
principal of Prairie View.
She was a noted lecturer and
book critic. Banks Hall was
named after Mrs. Banks.
Evans Hall was built in
1926, and was named in
honor of Anna Laura Evans.
an English teacher who
worked at Prairie View
between 1895 and 1906.
Evans Hall, which now
serves as the Financial Aid
Building, was once a
dormitory for freshman and
sophomore women.
L.O. Evans, which was
erected in 1955 was named
after Lucille 0. Evans. She
was the first wife of E.B
Evans who was the first
President of Prairie View.
Finally. Collins Hall
which was also built in 1955,
was named after Gertrude W.
Collins. She was Dean of
\\omen from 1906-1926.
Overall, black women
have l!reatlv influenced the
history of Prairie View A&M
University, and despite the
complaints that female as
well as male students have
about the dormitories. every
student should look at the
individuals for whom the
respective dormitories were
named, and examine the life
that thev led.

By Stephanie Banks
Panther Reporter

"If you can control a man's thinking you do not have
to worry about his actions. When you determine what a
man sha 11 th ink you do not have to concern yourse If about
what he w i II do. If you make a person fee I that he/she is
inferior, you do not have to compel him/her to accept an
inferior status, he/she w i II seek for it. If you make a person
think that he/she is a Justly outcast, you do not have to
order that person to the back door, that person will go
without being told, and if there is no backdoor, the very
nature of that person i 11 demand one."

Carter G. Woodson,

IBDt11clk
HffSft(f))!fy••

1. European scholars deem the Greek, Thales of
Miletos, the 'father of science.' Yet, the Afrikans
Nubia, Kimit and Sumer were engaging in
scientific discovery, invention and inquiry some
3,000 years before the Greek's birth.

Martin Luther King Jr.
touched the world with his
philosophy of non-violence.
African Americans and
White Americans around
the world, especially in the
United States . respected
that.
On Aprtl 4, 1968 . about
six o'clock on the balcony of ,
the Lorraine Hotel
In
Memphis, Tenn., King was
assassinated .
Out of anger. the world
turned violent with riots , ..
looting and killing because ·
it lost a great leader.
On that night, some. :
angry students of Prairie
View A&M
University
trashed and
burned
buildings on campus as well
as stoned cars that passed
on Interstate 290.
Pervis Carter, professor of
History at Prairie View A&M
University, recalls
that
some offices in
the old
Agricultural building were
burned along with some
temporary buildings. Other
damages
included the,
former Memorial Center
where
the
University
Exchange (bookstore) is
located.
Following the riot . the
administration staff was
available to answer any
questions and get some idea
of what the problem really
was.
Carter feels that the
media at that time might
have put too much emphasis
on the rtol, it was nol a total
dislruction. Instead it was
students mourning the lost
of a leader.

Brinitinit historv home

2. Afikans were the first people to engage in
preventive medicine or dietetics. They
understood that relationship exsisted between diet
and disease.
3. Applied science was first practiced by Afrikans
during antiquity.

ONE OF A KIND.
WE ARE.

YOU ARE.
In a nationwide survey of physicians conducted by

• Molecular Biology/
Biochemistry

US. News & World Report, The University ofTexas
M. D. Anderson Cancer Center was ranked as one
of the 10 best hospitals in the nation, and #1 in
cancer care.

Marcella McBride, a research assistant with
M. D. Anderson, became intrigued with laboratory
research while working toward her B.S. in Biology.
When she was initially hired to work in research
at M. D. Anderson, Marcella said, "I'm excited about
getting in on the ground floor of a project that may
explain how and why colon and rectal cancers start
and spread."

Now that she's been with M. D. Anderson for a
while, Marcella says, "I can't imagine a more
fascinating place to work than M. D. Anderson."
Perhaps the one ranked first in cancer care could
be the one for you. If you have an M.S or B.S. in
a Basic Science, M. D. Anderson invites
you to consider research opportunities in
these areas:

• Pathology
• Neuro-Oncology
• Infectious Disease
• Molecular Genetics
• Hematology

• Cell/Tumor Biology
• Pharmacology
• Radiobiology

• Biomathematics
• Physics
• Immunology
• Molecular Pathology

• Nuclear Medicine
Marcella McBride
Research Assistant
M. D. Anderson Cancer Center

"America's #1 in Cancer Care"
U.S. News & World Report

Tl-E LNNERSITY OF TEXAS

MDAN)ERSON

CANCER CENTER

ANNOUNCING NEW SALARIES
New salaries are in effect offering $21K annually
for candidates with B.S. degrees and $24K for can•
didates with M.S. degrees.
For complete de~ls on our competitive salaries,
generous benefits and continuing education
programs, please tall or send resumes to: M. D.
Anderson Cancer Center, 1515 Holcombe
Blvd., HMB 205, Houston, TX 77030 (713)
792- 8016 vr (800) 25-UTMDA, An equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer. Smokefree environment.

Lisa Aubrey. member of Prairte View's Banneker
College faculty, wears her African clothes with prtde.
She recently was on a research tour in Kenya doing
work on a doctoral dissertation on the impact of
nongovernmental organizations, such as women's
groups, on development. She has been a faculty
member at 'PV for about two years.
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SPORTS
Women Honored In Women's
Day Program
ANTRINA COOPER

Panther Reporter

The Health and Human
Performance Department at
Prairie View celebrated the
5th annual ·National
'\\bmen in Sports Day
Program."
Wednesday.the University
saluted the elite female athletes of Prairie View A&M
University, Hempstead.
Waller,
Montegomery,
Magnolia. and Brookshire
Independent
School
Districts.
The program opened
Women in Sports; 1992 SWAC Champions
with a musical selection by
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L B r i a n Dickens.
Wynette

Fight Mars
lntramurals

Cline, a Health and Human
performance major then
gave the invocation. A dynamic Poem was recited by
the Health and Human
performance majors and minors.
1he keynote speaker for
t h e afternoon was Ms.
Barbara Jacket, 1992 United
states Womens' Olympic
Track Coach and PVAMU's
Athletic Director.
Awards were presented to
various young ladies in different sports. ranging from
basketball to track and field.
Closing remarks were
made by Lenice D. Brown, department of Athletics at
PVAMU.

By Hugh Griffin
_P_an_t_h_er_R_epo_r_te_r_ _ _ _ _
A massive brawl occurred In the New Gym on
Feb. 9 during the intramuri-

al basketball game between
the
teams "187" and
Showtlme.
As
told
by some
Showtime players, while
moving in for a shot, Lee
Phane ("187") was fouled by
Roderick Smith.
In anger
and frustration he advanced
towar~ his Smith swinging
at him as if to attack. He
missed Smith and unfortu _
nately struck Derek Walls
(Showlime).
Surprisingly,
both teams left their bench-

es and began to fight. The
fight was broken up by the
coaches. Both teams were
placed on probation, and
playing was resumed. The
final score was 40 - 39 in
favor of Showtime.
Ronald
D.
Beard,
Director of Intramural
Activities says. "When you
have a lot of serious com petitors, it sometimes brings
out the best as well as the
worst In them ... You can
never solve a problem with
violence. That's why I have
placed both teams on probation. They're here to play
basketball; we supply basketballs not boxing gloves:·

1

Defense Hurts
Lady Panthers

Almost But Not Quite

Mullins and Grambling's
th e~ line to convert 10 of 13
By Ronald Ratliff
Michael Tardy and James
free throws was one of the Panther Reporter
P anther R epor ter
turning points in the game.
Gray. However, the 20The
Grambling
State
minute
delay did not seem to
The ~dy Panthers traveled to Several Lady Panthers did a
Tigers
visited
Prairie
View
hurt
the
Panthers.
Marshall, Texas, Thursday, good job overall off the bench.
last
Saturday
hoping
to
put
P.V.'s
transition
game was
Feb. 11, determined to beat
a
damper
on
the
Panthers'
at
its
best,
with
Derrick
Wiley Kittens, whom tfiey had Katra Irving was 5 for 7 from
defeated 98-51 in an early sea- the free throw line and ended hopes of gaining a home vie- McGrUT running the team.
at 35 with 7: 12 left in
son game.
- up with 13 points and 11 re- tory. From the opening Up- Tied
th e first half, junior guard
off,
it
was
evident
that
this
But a Panther victory was not bounds. Nichelle Hardy also
to be.
had 10 points in the first half would be the best game the Derrick Hunter came down
The Division I Panthers were to keep the Lady Panthers Panthers have played all and hit a long- range jumper
surprised and embarrassed by within a winning range at season. The Panthers came from 3 point land to put the
out with new- found intensi- Panthers in the lead. But the
the Division III Kittens. whose halftime.
ty, that would last until the Tigers stayed with their plan
record is 9-12. The Kittens
final
buzzer.
to punch the ball, inside and
won the game 91-69.
The
game
was
so
intense
they took a one point lead
Two
outstanding
The Lady Panthers were sluggish in the first half; With 4 Freshman, Nikki Freeman that. in the beginning mo- into half up 50 to 49.
The second half was no difand
na White alo~ with ments , a fight occurred,
w en
. .s
lr
tra:::;-cr=n~✓~•T'-~ft'ffm
fll" . Still,
e
Pan ers cut e ea
drove
to
the
bucket
and
was
the
Panthers
were
clearly
to 10 with the score 47-37.
After half-time, the Lady Katra Irving and Nichelle fouled viciously by a Tiger. playing their game of a lifePanthers vowed to beat the Hardy played tough defense on Soon after, mayhem began.
time. With the game going
team, but ended up losing 91 th e center for Wiley. Both
After the refs returned back and forth throughout
to 69.
Nikki Freeman and Helena peace, three players were the second half. Grambling
After beating this team White both had 8 points each.
ejected- Prairie View's Chris pulled ahead 74-67 with
earlier this year by 47 points, Prairie Views' point guard
one might have thought that ChriSUna Dixon had some
the Lady Panthers could pull trouble 'defending the opposotT another victory and im- ing point guard, but she conprove their record of 2 wins tinued to attack th d r
and 14 losses. The Lady
e e,ense
Panthers were not successful and prodHce fast breaks creat. ing several easy baskets for
The anticipated victo- the other Prairie View playry was probably one of the ers. Dixon was perfect from
causes of the loss. Because the the free-throw line and had a
Lady Panthers felt that this total of 9 points •
would be an easy game, they
·
were relaxed during
the
warm-up and during the openLeading the offensiv;
tng minutes of the game. The strike for the Lady Panthers
players knew beforehand who was Crystal Powell who added
the key players were and who 15 points. Arvilla Scott had a
they should be on the look out near perfect game from the
for.
field and scored 8 points. Also
Guarding the 5'10, 225 coming off of the bench to aid
pound center for Wiley was a the Lady Panthers in the dePhoto B
big problem for the
Lady fensive strike was Candy
Panthers, but sending her to Stamps who scored 2 points.
Panther Cheerleaders build a pyramid

eight minutes remaining.
The Panthers maintained
their poise and fought bar.k
with Steven Ramsey pulling
a 3 pointer and connecting
with nothing but the bottom
of the net. Prairie View's relentless defense became their
offense. and Ramsey received
the ball in the open court off
a steal and flushed it , tying
the game at 77.
Seconds later, D. Hunter
came down and rained another 3 to put P.V. ahead 80 to
77. But the lead would not
last for long . With 3:50 left
in the contest, the Panthers
began to unravel.
Grambling's ~ffensJve rebounds allowed them to stay
on the charity strike, and
they gave. With G.U. up 89 to
87, the Panthers had one last
chance at the game with 15
seconds left.

By Charlette Jones

HAm CUTS $7.00

HOURS
9:30 AM TO 6:00 PM
Tues Thur Sat

ADVERTISE IN THE PANTHER I

FOR MORE INFORMATION,

sex story

Continued from page 1
1-1/2 miles West of Waller
the black coeds are having
2-1/2 miles East of P.V.
anal intercourse."
He also said, "That's parDarzine Scott, Owner
ticularly disturbing news
Phone {409) 372•5395
DEREK WALLS, AD MANAGER
when you consider anal sex
(409) 857-2132
is the highest sexual risk behavior for AIDS transmission."
Although sexual activity is
high and diverse on college
INFORMATIOft.• ON HOW
campuses, those participatWE CAN HELP 'VOU FIND
~ illg seem to be knowledgeable
about AIDS and methods of
_____._ _ __. COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID!
prevention.
We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid sources th
"More than 90 percent of
were qualified for but did not know about. We can help YOU find
students knew that multiple
share of the ~ILLION~ O~ DOLLARS in private sector fund in
sex partners increase the
represented in our specialized databank of over 180,000 listings~
1 risk of AIDS and that con , dom use 1s an effective
: rneans of preventing its
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR:spread," said Dr. Thomas.
ildren of Veterans · Newspaper Carriers . Former (" 1't , /
"Safe sex" is not only a
re ~harmacists ·Non-Smokers· Cheerleaders. s~ud
.!
day's
society; especially on
,an Descent • Future Teachers • Second-Gen
college campuses. It's good
. dents• Ohi~ Natives· Grocery Clerks. Lang
~
· news that the awareness of
1ldren of Railroad Employees · Michigan Native
rs J STDs ls widespread. Also.
eers • Future Computer Programmers• Former Boy Seo
the use of condoms is freCall TOLL-FREE 24 hours for a FREE Brochure:
quent.
However, those who do not
e
O O
e
e
O O
practice ·safe sex" or total
e
e
e
t>
[Ext.
abstinence are putting themCollege Financial Planning Se .
selves at risk. They are playResearch & Administration · 3455 Commercial Avenue Northb krvlCe ~ '\ r.
illg a game at which there are
~-------------------------·=.::.:.::.:ro:o~,::IL~6~00~62~-0~
. :_:_:'...,~_j r)O Winners.

DAZ'S BARBER SHOP
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Boredom Soon To Cease
By Charlette Jones

Panther Reporter

But, there may be a solution to
all those who suffer from lhe
weekend---or weekday-blues---a way to be active and
healthy and wise.
The Intramural Program Jn
the new gym offers such acUv
Hies as basketball, weight
lifting. raquelball, dominoes
card games, swimming and
aerobics.

Prairie View's residential
parking lots are Jilled with
cars on weekdays, but soon as
the wekend arrives, the campus becomes deserted as most
residents head home, presumably to escape boredom.
Obser.ved one student:
-niere s nothing to do on the
weekends," adding that And all activities are free,
there's an arcade in the with the exception of swim
Memorial Sludent Center: bu ming which costs just 50 cents
if one does not have mo~ey with a valid student ID. Feel
there ls not much to do but free to stop by the new gym to
watch.
entertain yourself.
I

INTRAMURALS AND RECREATIONALS
SPORTS SPRING 1993
Located in the dance studio.
AEROBICS Monday-Thursday 6 -7 p.m.
WEIGHT ROOM -

Located in the Dome.
Monday - Friday 6 - 8:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 4 -8 p.rn.

RACQUETBALL -

Located in the New Gym. You
must have goggles.
Monday - Friday 5 - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

TABLE TENNIS -

Located in the New Gym.
Monday - Friday 5 - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

TENNIS -

Located on the courts near the
Softball fields.
Monday- Friday 5 - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

CARDS, CHECKERS DOMINOES. ETC.

Located in the New Gym.
Monday - Friday 5 - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

JOGGING TRAIL -

Located around the Softball
Complex. Does not close.

SOFTBALL-

Located at the Softball
Complex.
Monday - Friday 5 - 9:30 p.m.

RECREATIONAL -

Located in the Dorne Annex.
50 cents with a valid ID. You
must have a swimming cap.
Monday & Wednesday
6-9p.m.
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D. McGrlff came down the
court looking to score and
somehow got trapped and
lost the ball, and the
Panthers lost another heart breaker,89 to 87.
Monday's game against
Mississippi Valley State
would be just as hard to
swallow. The Panthers playing well in the first half, but
the second half was their
downfall.
Turnovers in the final 10
minutes of the second half
allowed Mississippi Valley to
get easy buckets.
P.V.'s Lateeff Clarke poured
in his season high 18 points
while D-.- Hunter and D.
McGriff combined for 44.
WUh 21 ,.,__
the
Panthers would not be able
to get their last shot at a
home victory. Mississippi
Valley dealt Prairie View 3
loss 100 to 92.

SWIMMING
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Mrs. Becton Breaks Silence :Soeaks Out About The Panther
Letter to the Editor

I recognize that the
Panther is a student publicalion and I have refrained from
writing before.
However,
when an article Is published
using my name with inaccurate information, I must respond. It bothers me because
no one from the Panther ever
asked me what I did during the
disturbance at our house following the PV-TSU game.
First of all, I am hard
pressed to figure out why the
article appeared at all since
no PV students were involved,
but I respect your First
Admendment rights. So let
me give you briefly the actual
version of what happened.
Following the game, Dr.
Harrts. President of TSU, and
Mrs. Harris joined us at our
house. Our son and a fellow
Army captaln were spending

the night. The two guys were
in the kitchen "feeding their
faces" when a car drove up to
our back door and parked directly behind Dr. Harris' car
blocking him in. The five
thugs (my term) got out and
headed on campus. Our son,
thinking they were normal
kids, thought he'd do them a
favor by asking them to move
their car, because he knew
"mommy would just call the
police and have it towed."
\\ell. the thugs wanted to
know "who the f----" he was to
tell them where to park, and
one of them proceeded to urinate in the yard. At that
point, our son came to the
door and told me I'd better call
the police. As he turned. he
saw one of the thugs pushing
his friend. He went to step between them and the urinator
came up behind him and
"sucker punched" him. At
that point he and his friend

thugs. I'd let our capable po- student who made a spectacle
lice handle it.
of himself on the floor at the
Since this is my first (and game. You know, there's a difprobably last) letter it, may ference between art, being
appear to be one of the sexy and being vulgar and ob"kitchen sink" variety.
I scene!
I really wish the
have the greatest love and re- Prairie View students would
spect for Prairie View stu- create an environment here
dents. There are young people that would discourage attenhere struggling against all dance to events by people with
kinds of odds, trying to no self respect and who there{;
amount to something. They fore have no respect for othprfceeded~ot
e~d th em- will succeed because they be- ers, property, the Alma Mater
se ves aga s
e ve, quite lieve they will and they work or the National Anthem.
effectively· until th e Police hard toward that goal! we also
In the same issue of The
arrived. My husban~ had also have a few thugs (I pray they Panther, I read that Thurgood
come out (you didn t mention will change and become pro- Marshall "attended Lincoln
that). Dr. Harris did not come ductive citizens and leaders University School of Law in
out until after the police ar- it's a choice only they can Washington" -The city is
rived. The only thing I did make.) I do not feel that this right!
was to call the police and same article should have
As regards the article
apply ice to my sons lip. 1 was made the negative references "First Black Owned Grocery--not the person who went out to to those few TSU students. I --", there was the Fuller store
check on the noise as your ar- think the TSU student body is here in almost the same locaUcle stated. My son was light,
considering the environment not unlike the PV student tion in 1957 when we came
on this campus that evening. body. It's larger but predomi- here. It was owned by a forThere is no way I would have nately good, with a few thugs mer dean of men at the
tried to communicate with Just like ours! I think of our University (then college); he is
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,Flagg Responds To Critic

Student Commends SGA President On Job
Letter to the Editor

To the response of the young
lady that wrote the article in
The Panther titled MSludent
Challenges SGA President"
(Jan. 22).
I would like to say lo you.
that Ms. Tiwana Flagg is the
best SGA president that
Prairie View A&M has had
since I've been here (Fall '87).
She is the only president that
has stood up for the student
body and made a change.
Most of the students will in
fact say that Tiwana has done
a good job. Maybe. somet.trres.
she~ a

little rowdy, but if you want
things to happen, you can't
just sit back and take what the
administration gives you.
Some of the things Tiwana
has accomplished are: longer
library hours. visitation
hours. alumni hours. She
helped with the proposal for
Taco Bell and PFM. and she
helped change the Residential
Hall Book.
As far as her participation
with the Organization Review
Board. Ms. Flagg resigned
from the board long before her
own sorority came before the
board. I am a member of the
board so I WOULD KNOW. How
can you say that Ms. Flagg be-

came upset when her sorority
was disciplined by lhe Review
Board. When She Was not an
ac~!t~~~:ep~ii~~ b;athrd?

!he article, you need to keep
that lame opinion to yourself.
Tiwana is ru nnin g again fior
the SGA president and she
1
will win hands down.
some people; "you need to
I know Arthur Simmons
preach what you know and
(Vice-President of SGA) and I
not what you heard or ash
th
b dt
b t
ave no Ing a o say a ou
sume." Tiwana felt as though him, because he has done a
the board was not functioning good job also. But to Tiwana
in a professional manner.
Flagg, keep up the good work.
After this problem to no
You have the student body on
avail, she removed herself
your side. Also, when you
from the board. lfyou were a have people talk bad about
member of a board and you
you that means are doing
didn't like the way business something good. So you "Go
was being taken care of. would Girl!!!."
t d th
? s to th
you no o e same
o
e Sincerely yours
young lady (yes I know who
·
wrote the article) that wrote
Ms. Deanna Ashley

It's Wrong To Go Back To You

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.

I know it's wrong to go back to you
But you"re the one who owns my heart
You are the one who strengthened my love
Our first kiss-you were the one to start

After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repaymentprogram, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$55,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

Considering myself as the faithful one
I deserve a man better than you.
You're not able to handle such superior
position
You are worth the dollars of two!
You were unfaithful to me, but I forgave you
You didn't love her. Did you tell her?
I could never cheat on a loved one
My standard shall never lower
My mind tells me not to love you again
But my heart persuades me to
One is dominate over the other
But it's wrong to go back to you.

Call 409-764-0418

the man for whom Fuller Hall
is named.
If you should ever need to
use my name in an article
rt sy
again please have the cou e
to check with me to get ~~
version, then print wha\ Y
like. Frankly. I can not b ame
students for these errors. You
are here to learn and for that
to occur there must be teachIng. Are your advisors active ly involved? Do you utilize
them?
For local area hiSt orical
information may I suggeSt
several people who could help
if you want it. Mr. Frank
Jackson is on campus. In
Prairie View city, some people
who would been happy to help
you are Dr. Anne Campbell, a
former Head of the English
Department and Dr. George
Woolfolk, Head Emeritus,
History Department. Their
phone numbers are in the city
directory.
Love. LouiseT. Becton

-

Tonica Pool

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Letter to the Editor

-----------In response to the unfactual article written about me in
the past two issues I would
like to print my Sid.e of the
story. First of all, it is very
clear who wrote this article·
secondly, if you print any~
thing about me please sign
your name. I would like to
apologize to the student body
for the person that wrote this
unprofessional article.
If
anyone has a proble~ w 1th
'""
-""w h a t I am d o...._ my UMM;e .la
always open to talk. rm nof
sure why the article was written but I do want to take up
three of the issues that were
mentioned 1n the previous artide. The statement was made
that I was angry with the president and that I did not attend
any advisory meetings. This
is not true. My relationship
with the president is just like
any other student. I feel that I
am in a position that calls for
many differences with the
president and the adminJstra Uon because, as Student
Government President, I am
for the students not the administration. I am at every
advisory meeting because I
am always there raising sand.
Where are you? On the issue
about the Organization
Review Board, first of all you
are not a member of a Greek
organization. so you really
shouldn't bring other organizations into your mouth. Yes,
I was a voting member of the
board and because of after the
third week I did not like the
way the board was being ran. I
resigned and that is one of the
reasons why the board is
under revision and many stu dents and organizations are
happy. My sorority was not
an issue and to set the record

straight my sorority is not in
major trouble as you think it
is You called me dumb or you
·
and you said that I repeatedly
asked the same question to
the president over and over
ain
11 Ob i
1 you are
ag • we
v ous Y •
a student who doesn t care
about your rights. Yes. I asked
th e presi d ent over and over
again why ChriSt mas break
was shortened because I neve:t
got a straight answer.
Overall, SGA has finally
moved to where it should be
and ffyott
- ·
something that needs to be
done or said, I will do m
d
t t
th t It d
i
arnes O see a
oes ndeed happen. I'm not afraid to
speak up for what is right and
I notice you call me radlcal
this may be true. but the job
has gotten done regardless of
how it got done. I will run
again because there is one
more thing that needs to be
done and that's for the band t
put on their new uniform
next fall.
To the student body,
thanks for believing in me.
thanks for supporting me an
for being so patient. Together.
you and I have done a very
good job regardless of those in
the SGA who didn't work wtn1
us. I know that you know who
has really stood up fo:r you
when ever there was a problem. and I know that you
know who saw it through. I
will continue to be there for
you. To all those who have re
sponded just as I did than
you as well.
Many Thanks.
Tiwana K. Flagg
SGA President 92-93

SPEAK OUT
Question: Do you think Black History month is a token month or is it justified?

Carlos Stringfellow

Freshman
Dallas, Tx.
When I think of
Black History month
a question comes
to mind. Why is it
that we only have one month out of an
entire year to express our Negro history?
Our Black heritage was not made in one
month, therefore, it shouldn't be limited
to just a month. We are all taught American
history year rowid, so why shouldn't we also
be taught Negro history year round?

Chadwick Davis
Freshman
Austin, Tx.
I've never thought of Black
History Month as a token.
However, I do see how it
could be viewed as such. We all must take it upon ourselves to
embrace our lost heritage, and that will take more than just
28 days out of the year. If White America feels the need to
ease its guilty conscience by setting aside the shOT!_est month
of the year for Black History, then so be it. I just hope Black
America will realize our history is too rich to be confined to
just one month.
\

Camellia Harmon

Freshman
Phllndelphla, PA
I do feel that Black History
month is a token in the
sense that white people
••,.
generally believe that we,
as Blacks, should be satisfied with this "great
hOnor" and not complain about a lack of
ackJlowledgemcnt. However, I also feel that Black
History month is very much justified because for a
Jarge majority of African-Americans, this is the
nlY time during the year that they get to learn
~sitive aspects about our history and culture.

Dawn Hopkins
Freshman
St. Louis, Mo.
Black History month should
defini1ely be justified. As Afro•
Americans we should not have
to demand the right to one month out
of the year to acknowledge our fascinating history. The constant,
biuer struggles our ancestors have so courageously fought for should
be justification in itself. From past experiences in our history,
Afro-Americans should be given all the rights they so graciously
deserve. Our ancestors have been beaten down, lynched, ridiculed
and despised and, for what? We deserve all that we ask for and
nothing less.

